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(54) SWITCH CIRCUIT, SWITCH DEVICE, AND SYSTEM

(57) A switch circuit includes a first circuit including
a first switch, and a second circuit including a second
switch. The first circuit and the second circuit are con-
nected in series. The first circuit has a circuit configuration
in which a combination of resistors in a signal path be-
tween output terminals of the first circuit differs depend-

ing on the electrical conduction state of the first switch.
The second circuit has a circuit configuration in which a
combination of resistors in a signal path between output
terminals of the second circuit differs depending on the
electrical conduction state of the second switch.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a switch circuit,
a switch device, and a system.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] For example, Patent Document 1 below de-
scribes a switch device in which two resistors are con-
nected in series in a circuit. This configuration allows an
external device to detect the resistance value of the
switch device in order to identify a failure such as a dis-
connection or a short circuit of a connection member con-
nected to the external device.

RELATED-ART DOCUMENTS

PATENT DOCUMENTS

[0003] Patent Document 1: Japanese Laid-Open Pat-
ent Publication No. 2015-72894

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0004] However, switch devices according to the relat-
ed art cannot detect malfunctions (such as a disconnec-
tion and a short circuit due to a switch being unable to
return to the initial state) of a switch provided in the switch
device. For example, it is conceived that the switch device
may include two switches for redundancy. In this case,
if one switch malfunctions, the malfunction of the one
switch may be detected based on the operation of the
other switch. However, with this approach, external ca-
bles need to be connected to the both switches. There-
fore, the number of terminals and the number of cables
may increase, and as a result, the cost and weight of the
switch device may increase.

MEANS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM

[0005] According to one embodiment, a switch circuit
includes a first circuit including a first switch, and a sec-
ond circuit including a second switch. The first circuit and
the second circuit are connected in series. The first circuit
has a circuit configuration in which a combination of re-
sistors in a signal path between output terminals of the
first circuit differs depending on the electrical conduction
state of the first switch. The second circuit has a circuit
configuration in which a combination of resistors in a sig-
nal path between output terminals of the second circuit
differs depending on the electrical conduction state of
the second switch.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0006] According to one embodiment, a switch device
that is capable of determining a failure, including a mal-
function of a switch, without increasing the number of
output terminals and the number of cables can be pro-
vided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the exterior of a switch
device according to an embodiment;
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the exterior of the
switch device according to the embodiment;
FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view of the switch
device according to the embodiment;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of an exterior of a ter-
minal member included in the switch device accord-
ing to the embodiment;
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the exterior of the
terminal member included in the switch device ac-
cording to the embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a circuit configuration
of the switch device according to the embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an example configu-
ration of a system using the switch device according
to the embodiment;
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a first example of a
failure location in the switch device according to the
embodiment;
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a second example of
a failure location in the switch device according to
the embodiment;
FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating a third example of a
failure location in the switch device according to the
embodiment;
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a fourth example of
a failure location in the switch device according to
the embodiment;
FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating a variation of the
switch device according to the embodiment;
FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example config-
uration of a system using a switch device according
to a variation;
FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a first example of a
failure location in the switch device according to the
variation;
FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating a second example
of a failure location in the switch device according to
the variation;
FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating a third example of a
failure location in the switch device according to the
variation; and
FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating a fourth example of
a failure location in the switch device according to
the variation.
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MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0008] In the following, embodiments of the present
invention will be described with reference to the accom-
panying drawings. In the drawings, a Z-axis direction (a
direction in which an operation member 123 slides) is
referred to as a vertical direction, and an X-axis direction
and a Y-axis direction (directions perpendicular to the
direction in which the operation member 123 slides) are
referred to as horizontal directions, for the sake of con-
venience.

(Overview of Switch Device 100)

[0009] FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 are perspective views of the
exterior of a switch device 100 according to an embodi-
ment. The switch device 100 illustrated in FIG. 1 and FIG.
2 is a vehicle switch device. The switch device 100
switches between an off-state and an on-state in accord-
ance with the movement of a detection object present in
a vehicle. In this manner, the switch device 100 can de-
tect the state of the detection object. The switch device
100 may be waterproof, and is, in such a case, suitable
for use outside the vehicle. For example, the switch de-
vice 100 can be used as an open/close detection device
configured to detect the open/close state of a hood,
doors, a trunk, or the like of the vehicle.
[0010] As illustrated in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, the switch
device 100 includes a first switch 110A and a second
switch 110B. The first switch 110A and the second switch
110B have similar configurations. The first switch 110A
and the second switch 110B may be hereinafter collec-
tively referred to as a "switch 110" unless the first switch
110A and the second switch 110B need to be distin-
guished from each other.
[0011] The switch 110 includes a case 121 having a
rectangular parallelepiped shape. A lever 122, an oper-
ation member 123, and a cover 125 are provided on the
upper surface of the case 121. In addition, two output
terminals 124A and 124B are disposed to protrude from
the bottom of the case 121. Note that the two output ter-
minals 124A and 124B are referred to as two output ter-
minals 124A1 and 124B1 in the first switch 110A, and
the two output terminals 124A and 124B are referred to
as two output terminals 124A2 and 124B2 in the second
switch 110B.
[0012] As illustrated in FIG. 2, the switch device 100
is used such that the lever 122 of the first switch 110A
and the lever 122 of the second switch 110B are pressed
down at the same time in accordance with the movement
of a detection object (such as a vehicle hood).
[0013] In each of the first switch 110A and the second
switch 110B, upon the lever 122 being pressed down,
the lever 122 presses the operation member 123 while
squeezing the cover 125. As a result, each of the first
switch 110A and the second switch 110B enters the on-
state, and the two output terminals 124A and 124B are
electrically connected to each other.

[0014] The switch device 100 has a circuit configura-
tion in which a first circuit 120A (see FIG. 6) of the first
switch 110A and a second circuit 120B (see FIG. 6) of
the second switch 110B are connected in series by con-
necting the output terminal 124B1 of the first switch 110A
to the output terminal 124A2 of the second switch 110B
through a given connecting method.

(Configuration of Switch Device 100)

[0015] FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view of the
switch device 100 according to the embodiment. As il-
lustrated in FIG. 3, each of the first switch 110A and the
second switch 110B includes the lever 122, the case 121,
the cover 125, the operation member 123, a movable
contact 126, a spring 127, a terminal member 124, and
a wafer 128 in this order from top to bottom.
[0016] The lever 122 is a thin plate-shaped member
having a spring characteristic. The lever 122 extends
above the case 121 in the longitudinal direction (in the
X-axis direction) of the case 121. For example, the lever
122 is formed by processing a metal plate having a spring
characteristic, such as a stainless steel plate. One end
portion (on the negative-X side) of the lever 122 is se-
cured to the case 121 by being inserted into a support
hole 121A formed on the upper surface of the case 121.
The other end portion (on the positive-X side) of the lever
122 is located above the operation member 123. Press-
ing the other end portion of the lever 122 down causes
the operation member 123 to be pressed down.
[0017] The case 121 is a container member having an
approximately rectangular parallelepiped shape. The
case 121 has a lower-side opening 121C at the bottom,
and the components (the cover 125, the operation mem-
ber 123, the movable contact 126, the spring 127, the
terminal member 124, and the wafer 128) can be assem-
bled through the lower-side opening 121C into the case
121. For example, the case 121 may be formed of a rel-
atively rigid insulating material (such as a synthetic resin).
The support hole 121A and a through hole 121B are
formed on the upper surface of the case 121. The one
end portion of the lever 122 is inserted into and is sup-
ported by the support hole 121A, and the operation mem-
ber 123 and the cover 125 are inserted into the through
hole 121B.
[0018] The cover 125 covers an operation portion 123B
of the operation member 123, and is inserted into the
through hole 121B, formed on the upper surface of the
case 121, together with the operation portion 123B. In
this manner, a gap between the operation portion 123B
and the through hole 121B can be filled, and water can
be prevented from entering the case 121. For example,
the cover 125 may be formed of an elastic material such
as rubber or silicone.
[0019] The operation member 123 is a member con-
figured to slide down by being pressed down by the lever
122 so as to change the switch 110 to the on-state. The
operation member 123 includes a slide portion 123A con-
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figured to slide in the vertical direction within the case
121, and includes the operation portion 123B having a
columnar shape and extending upward from the upper
surface of the slide portion 123A. The operation portion
123B passes through the through hole 121B, formed on
the upper surface of the case 121, and protrudes above
the upper surface of the case 121. With this configuration,
the operation portion 123B can be pressed down, and
pressing the operation portion 123B down causes the
slide portion 123A to slide down. For example, the oper-
ation member 123 may be formed of a relatively rigid
insulating material (such as a synthetic resin).
[0020] The movable contact 126 is provided within the
case 121 and below the operation member 123, and is
configured to slide in the vertical direction. The movable
contact 126 includes a connection portion 126C having
a flat plate shape, and includes a clip portion 126A and
a clip portion 126B on both ends (in the X-axis direction)
of the connection portion 126C. The clip portion 126A
slides in the vertical direction along a first contact 124C
of the terminal member 124 while sandwiching the first
contact 124C. The clip portion 126B slides in the vertical
direction along a second contact 124D of the terminal
member 124 while sandwiching the second contact
124D. For example, the movable contact 126 may be
formed of a metal plate that is electrically conductive and
has a spring characteristic. The movable contact 126
contacts the second contact 124D and does not contact
the first contact 124C when the operation member 123
is not pressed down, thereby preventing the first contact
124C from becoming electrically connected to the second
contact 124D. Conversely, upon the operation member
123 being pressed, the movable contact 126 moves
down together with the operation member 123, and con-
tacts the first contact 124C and the second contact 124D,
thus causing the first contact 124C and the second con-
tact 124D to be electrically connected to each other.
[0021] The spring 127 is what is known as a coil spring
that is provided between the connection portion 126C
and the wafer 128 and is elastically deformable in the
vertical direction. The spring 127 is compressed by the
movable contact 126 that moves together with the oper-
ation member 123 upon the operation member 123 being
pressed down. When the operation member 123 is re-
leased, the spring 127 is subjected to an elastic return
force, thereby causing the movable contact 126 and the
operation member 123 to be moved up and return to the
initial state.
[0022] The terminal member 124 is a member consti-
tuting a circuit pattern of the switch 110. For example,
the terminal member 124 is formed by processing (such
as punching or bending) an electrically conductive metal
plate. The terminal member 124 includes the first contact
124C, the second contact 124D, and the output terminals
124A and 124B. Note that the terminal member 124 in-
cludes resistors R1 and R2 in the first switch 110A, and
the terminal member 124 includes resistors R3 and R4
in the second switch 110B. Details of the terminal mem-

ber 124 of each of the first switch 110A and the second
switch 110B will be described below with reference to
FIG. 4 and FIG.5. In the present embodiment, the resistor
R1, the resistor R2, the resistor R3, and the resistor R4
each have a different resistance value. Accordingly, the
resistance value of the switch device 100 varies in ac-
cordance with the location of a failure in the switch device
100, thus allowing the failure to be readily identified.
[0023] The wafer 128 is a flat plate-shaped member
that is attached to the bottom of the case 121 and closes
the lower-side opening 121C of the case 121. A support
wall 128A is provided on the upper surface of the wafer
128, and supports the terminal member 124 in a standing
state.
[0024] In the switch device 100 according to the
present embodiment, each of the first switch 110A and
the second switch 110B includes the case 121. However,
the present invention is not limited thereto, and the switch
device 100 may include one case in which the compo-
nents of the first switch 110A and the components of the
second switch 110B are assembled. In this case, the out-
put terminal 124B1 of the first switch 110A and the output
terminal 124A2 of the second switch 110B may be inte-
grally formed within the case.

(Configuration of Terminal Member 124)

[0025] FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 are perspective views of the
exterior of the terminal member 124 included in the switch
device 100 according to the embodiment. FIG. 4 and FIG.
5 depict the movable contact 126 and the spring 127
together with the terminal member 124. FIG. 4 depicts
the off-state of the switch device 100, and FIG. 5 depicts
the on-state of the switch device 100.
[0026] As illustrated in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5, the terminal
member 124 includes a first component 401, a second
component 402, a third component 403, and a fourth
component 404 in the same plane (in the XZ plane). The
first component 401, the second component 402, the
third component 403, and the fourth component 404 are
formed separately from each other by processing an
electrically conductive metal plate.
[0027] The output terminal 124A is provided at the low-
er end of the first component 401. The output terminal
124A protrude below the bottom surface of the wafer 128,
and is connected to an external device. Further, a con-
nection portion 401A is provided at the upper end of the
first component 401, and is connected to the third com-
ponent 403.
[0028] The second component 402 is provided along-
side the first component 401 in the longitudinal direction
(in the X-axis direction) of the switch device 100. The
output terminal 124B is provided at the lower end of the
second component 402. The output terminal 124B pro-
trudes below the bottom surface of the wafer 128, and is
connected to an external device. In addition, the second
component 402 includes an extending portion 402A that
extends below the spring 127 to a position aligned with
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the connection portion 401A of the first component 401
in the longitudinal direction (in the X-axis direction) of the
switch device 100. A connection portion 402B is provided
at the tip of the extending portion 402A (that is, at the
position aligned with the connection portion 401A), and
is connected to the third component 403. Further, the
second component 402 includes the second contact
124D that is provided on the side (on the positive X-side)
of the spring 127 and that extends linearly in the vertical
direction. The second contact 124D is sandwiched by
the clip portion 126B of the movable contact 126, and
the clip portion 126B slides in the vertical direction while
sandwiching the second contact 124D.
[0029] The third component 403 is located above and
away from the connection portion 401A of the first com-
ponent 401 and the connection portion 402B of the sec-
ond component 402, and extends approximately linearly
in the longitudinal direction (in the X-axis direction) of the
switch device 100. The third component 403 is connected
to the connection portion 401A by the resistor R1 (or the
resistor R3). In addition, the third component 403 is con-
nected to the connection portion 402B by the resistor R2
(or the resistor R4). The first contact 124C, extending
linearly in the vertical direction, is provided at the end (on
the positive X-side) of the third component 403. The first
contact 124C is sandwiched by the clip portion 126A of
the movable contact 126. The clip portion 126A slides in
the vertical direction while sandwiching the first contact
124C such that the switch device 100 enters the on-state.
[0030] The fourth component 404 is located above and
away from the third component 403, and extends approx-
imately linearly in the longitudinal direction (X-axis direc-
tion) of the switch device 100. A support portion 404A is
provided at the end (on the positive X-side) of the fourth
component 404. The support portion 404A is located
above and away from the first contact 124C of the third
component 403. When the switch device 100 is in the
off-state, the support portion 404A is sandwiched by the
clip portion 126A of the movable contact 126, and sup-
ports the clip portion 126A.
[0031] As illustrated in FIG. 4, when the operation
member 123 is not pressed down, the clip portion 126A
of the movable contact 126 contacts the second contact
124D and does not contact the first contact 124C. In this
state, the first contact 124C and the second contact 124D
are not electrically connected to each other, and thus,
the switch device 100 is in the off-state.
[0032] Conversely, as illustrated in FIG. 5, upon the
operation member 123 being pressed down, the clip por-
tion 126A of the movable contact 126 contacts both the
first contact 124C and the second contact 124D, thereby
causing the first contact 124C and the second contact
124D to be electrically connected to each other. Thus,
the switch device 100 is in the on-state.

(Circuit Configuration of Switch Device 100)

[0033] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a circuit config-

uration of the switch device 100 according to the embod-
iment. As illustrated in FIG. 6, the switch device 100 has
a circuit configuration in which the first circuit 120A of the
first switch 110A and the second circuit 120B of the sec-
ond switch 110B are connected in series.
[0034] The first circuit 120A includes the output termi-
nal 124A1, the output terminal 124B1, a switch SW1, the
resistor R1, and the resistor R2. The switch SW1 includes
the first contact 124C and the second contact 124D of
the terminal member 124, and the movable contact 126.
[0035] The output terminal 124A1 is connected to the
first contact 124C of the switch SW1 via the resistor R1.
In addition, the output terminal 124A1 serves as an output
terminal of the switch device 100, and is connected to an
external device. The output terminal 124B1 is connected
to the second contact 124D of the switch SW1. In addi-
tion, the output terminal 124B1 is connected to the output
terminal 124A2 of the second circuit 120B.
[0036] One end of the resistor R1 is connected to the
output terminal 124A1, and the other end of the resistor
R1 is connected to the first contact 124C of the switch
SW1 and to the resistor R2. That is, the resistor R1 is
connected in series with the switch SW1 and with the
resistor R2.
[0037] One end of the resistor R2 is connected be-
tween the resistor R1 and the first contact 124C of the
switch SW1, and the other end of the resistor R2 is con-
nected between the second contact 124D of the switch
SW1 and the output terminal 124B1. That is, the resistor
R2 is connected in parallel with the switch SW1.
[0038] Accordingly, the first circuit 120A has a circuit
configuration in which a combination of resistors in a sig-
nal path between the output terminals 124A1 and 124B1
differs depending on the electrical conduction state of
the switch SW1. Specifically, when the switch SW1 is in
the on-state, the resistance value between the output
terminals 124A1 and 124B1 is "R1". When the switch
SW1 is in the off-state, the resistance value between the
output terminals 124A1 and 124B1 is "R1 + R2".
[0039] The second circuit 120B includes the output ter-
minal 124A2, the output terminal 124B2, a switch SW2,
the resistor R3, and the resistor R4. The switch SW2
includes the first contact 124C and the second contact
124D of the terminal member 124, and the movable con-
tact 126.
[0040] The output terminal 124A2 is connected to the
first contact 124C of the switch SW1 via the resistor R3.
In addition, the output terminal 124A2 is connected to
the output terminal 124B1 of the first circuit 120A. The
output terminal 124B2 is connected to the second contact
124D of the switch SW2. In addition, the output terminal
124B2 serves as an output terminal of the switch device
100, and is connected to an external device.
[0041] One end of the resistor R3 is connected to the
output terminal 124A2, and the other end of the resistor
R3 is connected to the first contact 124C of the switch
SW2 and to the resistor R4. That is, the resistor R3 is
connected in series with the switch SW2 and with the
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resistor R4.
[0042] One end of the resistor R4 is connected be-
tween the resistor R3 and the first contact 124C of the
switch SW2, and the other end of the resistor R4 is con-
nected between the second contact 124D of the switch
SW2 and the output terminal 124B2. That is, the resistor
R4 is connected in parallel with the switch SW2.
[0043] Accordingly, the second circuit 120B has a cir-
cuit configuration in which a combination of resistors in
a signal path between the output terminals 124A2 and
124B2 differs depending on the electrical conduction
state of the switch SW2. Specifically, when the switch
SW2 is in the on-state, the resistance value between the
output terminals 124A2 and 124B2 is "R3". When the
switch SW2 is in the off-state, the resistance value be-
tween the output terminals 124A2 and 124B2 is "R3 +
R4".
[0044] In the switch device 100 having the circuit con-
figuration illustrated in FIG. 6, pressing the operation
member 123 down causes the switch SW1 and the switch
SW2 to switch to the on-state at the same time. In this
state, the resistance value between the output terminal
124A1 and the output terminal 124B2 of the switch device
100 is "R1 + R3". That is, the switch device 100 is in the
on-state. Further, upon the operation member 123 re-
turning to the initial position, the switch SW1 and the
switch SW2 switch to the off-state at the same time. In
this state, the resistance value between the output ter-
minal 124A1 and 124B2 is "R1 + R2 + R3 + R4". That is,
the switch device 100 is in the off-state.

(Example Configuration of System Using Switch Device 
100)

[0045] FIG. 7 is an example configuration of a system
20 using the switch device 100 according to the embod-
iment. As illustrated in FIG. 7, the system 20 includes the
switch device 100 and a controller 22. The switch device
100 and the controller 22 are connected to each other
by a cable 24A, a cable 24B, a connector 26, a cable
28A, and a cable 28B.

(Method for Detecting Failure by System 20)

[0046] A method for detecting a failure by the system
20 will be described with reference to FIG. 8 through FIG.
11. In the system 20 illustrated in FIG. 7, the controller
22 can detect a malfunction of the switches SW1 or SW2
or a failure in a signal path between the controller 22 and
the switch the switch device 100 by determining the re-
sistance value between the two output terminals 124A1
and 124B2.
[0047] For example, if there is no failure in the system
20, the resistance value (between the two output termi-
nals 124A1 and 124B2) of the switch device 100 detected
by the controller 22 is "R1 + R2 + R3 + R4" when the
switch device 100 is in the off-state, and is "R1 + R3"
when the switch device 100 is in the on-state. Accord-

ingly, the controller 22 can detect the state of an object
(such as the open/close state of a vehicle hood), and
perform control (such as turning on a warning light or a
limiting a certain function) in accordance with the detect-
ed state of the object.
[0048] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a first example
of a failure location in the switch device 100 according
to the embodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 8, if a discon-
nection E1 occurs in a signal path (such as the cable
24A, the cable 24B, the connector 26, the cable 28A, or
the cable 28B) between the controller 22 and the switch
device 100, the resistance value between the output ter-
minal 124A1 and the output terminal 124B2 detected by
the controller 22 is "∞ (open)". Based on this resistance
value, the controller 22 determines that the disconnection
E1 has occurred in the signal path between the controller
22 and the switch device 100.
[0049] FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a second exam-
ple of a failure location in the switch device 100 according
to the embodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 9, if a short
circuit E2 occurs in a signal path (such as the cable 24A,
the cable 24B, the connector 26, the cable 28A, or the
cable 28B) between the controller 22 and the switch de-
vice 100, the resistance value of the switch device 100
detected by the controller 22 is "0". Based on this resist-
ance value, the controller 22 determines that the short
circuit E2 has occurred in the signal path between the
controller 22 and the switch device 100.
[0050] FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating a third example
of a failure location in the switch device 100 according
to the embodiment. FIG. 10 depicts a circuit state in which
the operation member 123 is being pressed down. As
illustrated in FIG. 10, if one switch of the switches SW1
and SW2 is unable to switch to the on-state (due to a
broken movable contact 126, a poor connection, or the
like), the resistance value of the switch device 100 de-
tected by the controller 22 is the sum of the resistance
value between two resistors connected to the one switch,
which is unable to switch to the on-state, and the resist-
ance value of a resistor connected in series with the other
switch, which has switched to the on-state.
[0051] In the example illustrated in FIG. 10, in the
switch SW1, if a failure E3 that causes the switch SW1
to be unable to switch to the on-state occurs, the resist-
ance value of the switch device 100 detected by the con-
troller 22 is "R1 + R2 + R3". Based on this resistance
value, the controller 22 determines that the switch SW1
is unable to switch to the on-state.
[0052] Further, if a failure that causes the switch SW2
to be unable to switch to the on-state occurs, the resist-
ance value of the switch device 100 detected by the con-
troller 22 is "R1 + R3 + R4". Based on this resistance
value, the controller 22 determines that the switch SW2
is unable to switch to the on-state.
[0053] FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a fourth exam-
ple of a failure location in the switch device 100 according
to the embodiment. FIG. 11 depicts a circuit state in which
the operation member 123 is not pressed down. As illus-
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trated in FIG. 11, if one switch of the switches SW1 and
SW2 is unable to return to the off-state (due to the stuck
movable contact 126 , for example), the resistance value
of the switch device 100 detected by the controller 22 is
the sum of the resistance value of two resistors connect-
ed to one switch of the switches SW1 and SW2, which
has returned to the off-state, and the resistance value of
a resistor connected in series with the other switch, which
is unable to return to the off-state.
[0054] In the example illustrated in FIG. 11, if a failure
E4 that causes the switch SW1 to be unable to return to
the off-state occurs, the resistance value of the switch
device 100 detected by the controller 22 is "R1 + R3 +
R4". Based on this resistance value, the controller 22
determines that the switch SW1 is unable to return to the
off-state.
[0055] Further, if a failure that causes the switch SW2
to be unable to return to the off-state occurs, the resist-
ance value of the switch device 100 detected by the con-
troller 22 is "R1 + R2 + R3". Based on this resistance
value, the controller 22 determines that the switch SW2
is unable to return to the off-state.
[0056] As described above, the switch device 100 ac-
cording to the embodiment includes a switch circuit that
includes the first circuit 120A having the switch SW1 (first
switch) and the second circuit 120B having the switch
SW2 (second switch). In the switch circuit, the first circuit
120A and the second circuit 120B are connected in se-
ries, and the electrical conduction state of the switch SW1
and the electrical conduction state of the switch SW2
change at the same time in response to the operation of
the operation member 123. The first circuit 120A has a
circuit configuration in which a combination of resistors
in a signal path between the output terminals 124A1 and
124B1 of the first circuit 120A differs depending on the
electrical conduction state of the switch SW1. Further,
the second circuit 120B has a circuit configuration in
which a combination of resistors in a signal path between
the output terminals 124A2 and 124B2 of the second
circuit 120B differs depending on the electrical conduc-
tion state of the switch SW2.
[0057] Specifically, in the switch device 100 according
to the embodiment, the first circuit 120A includes the re-
sistor R1 connected in series with the switch SW1, and
includes the resistor R2 connected in series with the re-
sistor R1 and connected in parallel with the switch SW1.
In addition, the second circuit 120B includes the resistor
R3 connected in series with the switch SW2, and includes
the resistor R4 connected in series with the resistor R3
and connected in parallel with the switch SW2.
[0058] Accordingly, in the switch device 100 according
to the embodiment, the resistance value (between the
output terminals 124A1 and 124B2) is "R1 + R3" when
the switch device 100 is in the on-state, and the resist-
ance value is "R1 + R2 + R3 + R4" when the switch device
100 is in the off-state.
[0059] Further, in the switch device 100 according to
the embodiment, the resistance value is "∞ (open)" if a

disconnection occurs in a signal path connected to the
switch device 100, and the resistance value is "0" if a
short circuit occurs in a signal path connected to the
switch device 100.
[0060] Further, in the switch device 100 according to
the embodiment, the resistance value is "R1 + R2 + R3"
if a failure that causes the switch SW1 to be unable to
switch to the on-state occurs, and the resistance value
is "R1 + R3 + R4" if a failure that causes the switch SW2
to be unable to switch to the on-state occurs.
[0061] Further, in the switch device 100 according to
the embodiment, the resistance value is "R1 + R3 + R4"
if a failure that causes the switch SW1 to be unable to
return to the off-state occurs, and the resistance value is
"R1 + R2 + R3" a failure that causes the switch SW2 to
be unable to return to the off-state occurs.
[0062] That is, in the switch device 100 according to
the embodiment, an on-state, an off state, a disconnec-
tion in a signal path, a short circuit in a signal path, or a
malfunction in each of the switches can be identified
based on the resistance value between the two output
terminals 124A1 and 124B2.
[0063] According to the embodiment, the switch device
100 that is capable of determining a failure, including a
switch malfunction, without increasing the number of out-
put terminals and the number of cables can be provided.

(Variation of Switch Device 100)

[0064] FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating a variation of
the switch device 100 according to the embodiment. FIG.
12 depicts a circuit configuration of a switch device 100A
that is a variation of the switch device 100. The switch
device 100A includes a first switch 110C and a second
switch 110D, instead of the first switch 110A and the sec-
ond switch 110B. The first switch 110C has a circuit con-
figuration different from that of the first switch 110A, but
is otherwise the same as the first switch 110A. The sec-
ond switch 110D has a circuit configuration different from
that of the second switch 110B, but is otherwise the same
as the second switch 110B.
[0065] As illustrated in FIG. 12, in a first circuit 120C,
one end of the resistor R1 is connected to the output
terminal 124A1, and the other end of the resistor R1 is
connected to the first contact 124C of the switch SW1.
That is, the resistor R1 is connected in series with the
switch SW1.
[0066] In addition, one end of the resistor R2 is con-
nected between the output terminal 124A1 and the re-
sistor R1, and the other end of the resistor R2 is connect-
ed between the second contact 124D of the switch SW1
and the output terminal 124B1. That is, the resistor R2
is connected in parallel with the switch SW1 and the re-
sistor R1 that are connected in series.
[0067] Accordingly, the first circuit 120C has a circuit
configuration in which a combination of resistors in a sig-
nal path between the output terminals 124A1 and 124B1
differs depending on the electrical conduction state of
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the switch SW1. Specifically, when the switch SW1 is in
the on-state, the resistance value between the output
terminals 124A1 and 124B1 is "R1 · R2 / (R1 + R2)".
When the switch SW1 is in the off-state, the resistance
value between the output terminals 124A1 and 124B1 is
"R2".
[0068] Further, in a second circuit 120D, one end of
the resistor R3 is connected to the output terminal 124A2,
and the other end of the resistor R3 is connected to the
first contact 124C of the switch SW2. That is, the resistor
R3 is connected in series with the switch SW2.
[0069] In addition, one end of the resistor R4 is con-
nected between the output terminal 124A2 and the re-
sistor R3, and the other end of the resistor R4 is connect-
ed between the second contact 124D of the switch SW2
and the output terminal 124B2. That is, the resistor R4
is connected in parallel with the switch SW2 and the re-
sistor R3 that are connected in series.
[0070] Accordingly, the second circuit 120B has a cir-
cuit configuration in which the combination of resistors
in a signal path between the output terminals 124A2 and
124B2 differs depending on the electrical conduction
state of the switch SW2. Specifically, when the switch
SW2 is in the on-state, the resistance value between the
output terminals 124A2 and 124B2 is "R3 · R4 / (R3 +
R4)". When the switch SW2 is in the off-state, the resist-
ance value between the output terminals 124A2 and
124B2 is "R4".
[0071] In the switch device 100A having the circuit con-
figuration illustrated in FIG. 12, pressing the operation
member 123 down causes the switch SW1 and the switch
SW2 to switch to the on-state at the same time. In this
state, the resistance value between the output terminal
124A1 and the output terminal 124B2 of the switch device
100 is "R1 · R2 / (R1 + R2) + R3 · R4 / (R3 + R4)". That
is, the switch device 100 is in the on-state. Further, upon
the operation member 123 returning to the initial position,
the switch SW1 and the switch SW2 switch to the off-
state at the same time. In this state, the resistance value
between the output terminal 124A1 and the output ter-
minal 124B2 is "R2 + R4". That is, the switch device 100
is in the off-state.

(Example Configuration of System Using Switch Device 
100A)

[0072] FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example con-
figuration of a system 20A using the switch device 100A
according to the variation. As illustrated in FIG. 13, the
system 20A includes the switch device 100A and the con-
troller 22. The switch device 100A and the controller 22
are connected to each other by the cable 24A, the cable
24B, the connector 26, the cable 28A, and the cable 28B.

(Method for Detecting Failure by System 20A)

[0073] A method for detecting a failure by the system
20A will be described with reference to FIG. 14 through

FIG. 17. In the system 20A illustrated in FIG. 13, the
controller 22 can detect a malfunction of the switches
SW1 or SW2 or failure in a signal path between the con-
troller 22 and the switch device 100A by determining the
resistance value between the two output terminals 124A1
and 124B2.
[0074] For example, if there is no failure in the system
20A, the resistance value (between the two output ter-
minals 124A1 and 124B2) of the switch device 100A de-
tected by the controller 22 is "R2 + R4" when the switch
device 100A is in the off-state, and is "R1 · R2 / (R1 +
R2) + R3 · R4 / (R3 + R4)" when the switch device 100
is in the on-state. Accordingly, the controller 22 can detect
the state of an object (such as the open/close state of a
vehicle hood), and perform control in accordance with
the detected state of the object.
[0075] FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a first example
of a failure location in the switch device 100A according
to the variation. As illustrated in FIG. 14, if a disconnection
E5 occurs in a signal path (such as the cable 24A, the
cable 24B, the connector 26, the cable 28A, or the cable
28B) between the controller 22 and the switch device
100A, the resistance value of the switch device 100A
detected by the controller 22 is "∞ (open)". Based on this
resistance value, the controller 22 determines that the
disconnection E5 has occurred in the signal path be-
tween the controller 22 and the switch device 100A.
[0076] FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating a second ex-
ample of a failure location in the switch device 100A ac-
cording to the variation. As illustrated in FIG. 15, if a short
circuit E6 occurs in a signal path (such as the cable 24A,
the cable 24B, the connector 26, the cable 28A, or the
cable 28B) between the controller 22 and the switch de-
vice 100A, the resistance value of the switch device 100
detected by the controller 22 is "0". Based on this resist-
ance value, the controller 22 determines that the short
circuit E6 has occurred in the signal path between the
controller 22 and the switch device 100A.
[0077] FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating a third example
of a failure location in the switch device 100A according
to the variation. FIG. 16 depicts a circuit state in which
the operation member 123 is being pressed down. As
illustrated in FIG. 16, if one switch of the switches SW1
and SW2 is unable to switch to the on-state, the resist-
ance value of the switch device 100A detected by the
controller 22 is the sum of the resistance value of the one
switch, obtained when the one switch is in the off-state,
and the resistance value of the other switch, obtained
when the other switch is in the on-state.
[0078] In the example illustrated in FIG. 16, if a failure
E7 that causes the switch SW1 to be unable to switch to
the on-state occurs, the resistance value of the switch
device 100A detected by the controller 22 is "R2 + R3 ·
R4 / (R3 + R4)". Based on this resistance value, the con-
troller 22 determines that the switch SW1 is unable to
switch to the on-state.
[0079] Further, if a failure that causes the switch SW2
to be unable to switch to the on-state occurs, the resist-
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ance value of the switch device 100A detected by the
controller 22 is "R1 · R2 / (R1 + R2) + R4". Based on this
resistance value, the controller 22 determines that the
switch SW2 is unable to switch to the on-state.
[0080] FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating a fourth exam-
ple of a failure location in the switch device 100A accord-
ing to the variation. FIG. 17 depicts a circuit state in which
the operation member 123 is not pressed down. As illus-
trated in FIG. 17, if one switch of the switches SW1 and
SW2 is unable to return to the off-state, the resistance
value of the switch device 100A detected by the controller
22 is the sum of the resistance value of the one switch,
obtained when the one switch is in the off-state, and the
resistance value of the other switch, obtained when the
other switch is the off-state.
[0081] In the example illustrated in FIG. 17, if a failure
E8 that causes the switch SW1 to be unable to return to
the off-state occurs, the resistance value of the switch
device 100A detected by the controller 22 is "R1 · R2 /
(R1 + R2) + R4". Based on this resistance value, the
controller 22 determines that the switch SW1 is unable
to return to the off-state.
[0082] Further, if a failure that causes the switch SW2
to be unable to return to the off-state occurs, the resist-
ance value of the switch device 100 detected by the con-
troller 22 is "R2 + R3 · R4 / (R3 + R4)". Based on this
resistance value, the controller 22 determines that the
switch SW2 is unable to return to the off-state.
[0083] As described above, the switch device 100A ac-
cording to the variation includes a switch circuit that in-
cludes the first circuit 120C having the switch SW1 (first
switch) and the second circuit 120D having the switch
SW2 (second switch). In the switch circuit, the first circuit
120C and the second circuit 120D are connected in se-
ries, and the electrical conduction state of the switch SW1
and the electrical conduction state of the switch SW2
change at the same time in response to the operation of
the operation member 123. The first circuit 120C has a
circuit configuration in which a combination of resistors
in a signal path between the output terminals 124A1 and
124B1 of the first circuit 120C differs depending on the
electrical conduction state of the switch SW1. Further,
the second circuit 120D has a circuit configuration in
which a combination of resistors in a signal path between
the output terminals 124A2 and 124B2 of the second
circuit 120D differs depending on the electrical conduc-
tion state of the switch SW2.
[0084] Specifically, in the switch device 100A accord-
ing to the variation, the first circuit 120C includes the re-
sistor R1 connected in series with the switch SW1, and
includes the resistor R2 connected in parallel with the
switch SW1 and the resistor R1 that are connected in
series. In addition, the second circuit 120D includes the
resistor R3 connected in series with the switch SW2, and
includes the resistor R4 connected in parallel with the
switch SW2 and the resistor R3 that are connected in
series.
[0085] Accordingly, in the switch device 100A accord-

ing to the variation, the resistance value (between the
output terminals 124A1 and 124B2) is "R1 · R2 / (R1 +
R2) + R3 · R4 / (R3 + R4)" when the switch device 100A
is in the on-state, and the resistance value is "R2 + R4"
when the switch device 100A is in the off-state.
[0086] Further, in the switch device 100A according to
the variation, the resistance value is "∞ (open)" if a dis-
connection occurs in a signal path connected to the
switch device 100A, and the resistance value is "0" if a
short circuit occurs in a signal path connected to the
switch device 100.
[0087] Further, in the switch device 100A according to
the variation, the resistance value is "R2 + R3 · R4 / (R3
+ R4)" if a failure that causes the switch SW1 to be unable
to switch to the on-state occurs, and the resistance value
is "R1 · R2 / (R1 + R2) + R4" if a failure that causes the
switch SW2 to be unable to switch to the on-state occurs.
[0088] Further, in the switch device 100A according to
the variation, the resistance value is "R1 · R2 / (R1 + R2)
+ R4" if a failure that causes the switch SW1 to be unable
to return to the off-state occurs, and the resistance value
is "R2 + R3 · R4 / (R3 + R4)" if a failure that causes to
be unable to return to the off-state occurs.
[0089] That is, in the switch device 100A according to
the variation, an on-state, an off state, a disconnection
in a signal path, a short circuit in a signal path, or a mal-
function in each of the switches can be identified based
on the resistance value between the two output terminals
124A1 and 124B2.
[0090] According to the variation, a switch device 100A
that is capable of determining a failure, including a switch
malfunction, without increasing the number of output ter-
minals and the number of cables can be provided.
[0091] Although the embodiment of the present inven-
tion has been described in detail above, the present in-
vention is not limited to the particulars of the above-de-
scribed embodiment. Variations and modifications may
be made without departing from the scope of the subject
matter recited in the claims.
[0092] For example, the switch devices 100 and 100A
are not required to have the above-described configura-
tions. Each of the switch devices 100 and 100A may have
any configuration as long as a switch circuit in which a
first circuit and a second circuit are connected in series
is included.
[0093] Further, the first circuit and the second circuit
of each of the switch devices 100 and 100A are not re-
quired to have the above-described circuit configura-
tions. Each of the first circuit and the second circuit may
have any circuit configuration as long as a combination
of resistors in a signal path differs depending on the elec-
trical conduction state of a corresponding switch.
[0094] Further, the switch SW1 and the switch SW2 in
each of the switch devices 100 and 100A are configured
to switch to the on-state at the same time. However, the
timing at which the switch SW1 switches to the on-state
may slightly differ from the timing at which the switch
SW2 switches to the on-state as long as both the switch
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SW1 and the switch SW2 eventually switch to the on-
state.
[0095] The present application is based on and claims
priority to Japanese Patent Application No. 2018-136840
filed on July 20, 2018, with the Japanese Patent Office,
the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by
reference.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0096]

20, 20A system
22 controller
100, 100A switch device
110A, 110C first switch
110B, 110D second switch
120A, 120C first circuit
120B, 120D second circuit
121 case
122 lever
123 operation member
124 terminal member
125 cover
126 movable contact
127 spring
128 wafer
SW1 switch (first switch)
SW2 switch (second switch)
R1 resistor (first resistor)
R2 resistor (second resistor)
R3 resistor (third resistor)
R4 resistor (fourth resistor)

Claims

1. A switch circuit comprising:

a first circuit including a first switch; and
a second circuit including a second switch,
wherein the first circuit and the second circuit
are connected in series,
the first circuit has a circuit configuration in which
a combination of resistors in a signal path be-
tween output terminals of the first circuit differs
depending on an electrical conduction state of
the first switch, and
the second circuit has a circuit configuration in
which a combination of resistors in a signal path
between output terminals of the second circuit
differs depending on an electrical conduction
state of the second switch.

2. The switch circuit according to claim 1, further com-
prising an operation member,
wherein the electrical conduction state of the first
switch and the electrical conduction state of the sec-

ond switch simultaneously change in response to an
operation of the operation member.

3. The switch circuit according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the first circuit includes a first resistor that is connect-
ed in series with the first switch, and includes a sec-
ond resistor that is connected in series with the first
resistor and that is connected in parallel with the first
switch, and
the second circuit includes a third resistor that is con-
nected in series with the second switch, and includes
a fourth resistor that is connected in series with the
third resistor and that is connected in parallel with
the second switch.

4. The switch circuit according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the first circuit includes a first resistor that is connect-
ed in series with the first switch, and includes a sec-
ond resistor that is connected in parallel with the first
switch and the first resistor, and
the second circuit includes a third resistor that is con-
nected in series with the second switch, and includes
a fourth resistor that is connected in parallel with the
second switch and the third resistor.

5. The switch circuit according to claim 3 or 4, wherein
the first resistor, the second resistor, the third resis-
tor, and the fourth resistor each have a different re-
sistance value.

6. A switch device comprising,
the switch circuit according to any one of claims 1 to
5.

7. A system comprising:

the switch device according to claim 6; and
a controller configured to identify each of an on-
state of the switch device, an off-state of the
switch device, a malfunction of the first switch
or the second switch, and a failure in a signal
path connected to the switch device based on a
resistance value detected in the switch device.
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